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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this study is to propose a knowledge-based mobile learning framework that integrates various types of museum-wide content, and supports ubiquitous, context-aware, personalized learning for museums.

Design/methodology/approach – A unified knowledge base with multi-layer reusable content structures serves as the kernel component to integrate content from exhibitions for education and collection in a museum. The How-Net approach is adopted to build a unified natural and cultural ontology. The ontology functions as a common and sharable knowledge concept that denotes each knowledge element in the unified knowledge base, and associates each learner’s learning context and usage with a content and usage profile respectively. Data mining algorithms, e.g. association mining and clustering, are applied to discover useful patterns for ubiquitous personalization from these content and usage profiles.

Findings – A pilot project based on the proposed framework has been successfully implemented in the Life Science Hall of the National Museum of Natural Science (NMNS), Taiwan, demonstrating the feasibility of this framework.

Originality/value – This study proposes a mobile learning framework that can be replicated in many museums. This framework improves learners’ learning experiences with rich related content, and with ubiquitous, proactive and adaptive services. Museums can also benefit from implementing this framework through outreach services for educational, promoting and usability needs from combining mobile and Internet communication technologies and learning services.
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1. Introduction
Museums attempt to create a learning environment by using digital technologies to produce and deliver knowledge. The resulting learning environment exists both onsite as digital interactive content, and online on web sites (Pieter and Justin, 2003; Hamma,
The rapid evolution of information and communication technologies encourages museums worldwide to develop mobile learning solutions by creating extra channels for users with mobile handheld devices to supplement conventional docent and audio guides, and current digital technologies (Luchini et al., 2002; Mifsud, 2002; Goh and Kinshuk, 2004). Many studies have indicated that mobile learning presents a chance to revolutionize the way that museums interact with visitors. Some applications designed for mobile devices can enhance visitor experience in museums (Hsi, 2002; Gay and Spinazze, 2002; Zern, 2002; Proctor and Telli, 2003; Manning and Sim, 2004; Wilson, 2004). However, most mobile learning projects for museums, particularly in Taiwan, have not successfully developed on-site tour guide applications for exhibitions. A friendly interface, attractive application (Yatani et al., 2004; Milene, 2005), multimedia presentation (Wilson, 2004), and interactive accessibility (Kirk, 2001; Manning and Sim, 2004) are major concerns in such projects. Very few projects combine museum-wide content and services with related domains, applications and projects to create a ubiquitous, proactive and adaptive learning service. Therefore, most relevant knowledge cannot be integrated and reused; the learning content is uniform and constrained to particular domains; the learning environment is restricted in locations of museums, and services cannot be adapted to individual learners.

This study addresses some major factors in addition to these general design factors. Major factors include the type and subject of a museum (art, history or science), audience types and their requirements (student, teacher, general public or expert), integration of related content resources (collection, exhibition, education and entertainment) and the integration of service and business models with the physical museum (inside and outside the museum). This study proposes a framework of ontological knowledge-based mobile learning with ubiquitous, context-aware and personalization services to fulfill these key factors. A ubiquitous learning service (Gay and Spinazze, 2002) enables learners to undertake learning activities covering the pre-visit, onsite-visit and post-visit stages. A context-aware system serves people intelligently and interactively using users’ contextual information, such as temporal and spatial information, in the museum around them (Wu et al., 2004; Lonsdale, 2003; Cinotti et al., 2004). A personalization service provides a new communication strategy based on a continuous process of collaboration, learning and adaptation between a museum and its visitors during all learning stages (Jonathan, 2004).

Ontology defines the characteristics of a formal, explicit specification for a shared and common understanding of various domains (Zhang et al., 2002). A unified knowledge base developed in a digital archiving project for the National Museum of Natural Science (NMNS), Taiwan acts as the kernel component to integrate content from exhibition, education and collection resources in a museum. Ontology acts as a common, sharable knowledge concept for communication between learners and the unified knowledge base. The learners’ learning records can be represented by an ontological usage profile aggregated from the content profiles at a conceptual rather than titular level. These usage profiles identify useful usage patterns of individuals, groups and global learners. These patterns are used to recommend content for active learners. A practical mobile learning project based on the proposed framework was implemented and opened in July 2005 at the life science hall of the NMNS. This model is likely to be extended to the entire museum before the end of 2006.
The remainder of this study is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a mobile learning scenario in a user-centered ubiquitous, context-aware and personalized learning environment. Section 3 presents a framework that is modularized into three layers, ubiquitous learning service layer, adaptive application layer and ontological knowledge base layer, to realize the design issues. Section 4 describes an ontology-based model, which is designed to denote and combine learning content for collection, exhibition and education, as well as user context and usage. Section 5 describes a personalization service to carry out recommendations adaptively and proactively during the pre-visit, onsite-visit, and post-visit stages for each active learner. Section 6 draws conclusion and suggests future research directions.

2. Learning scenario
The following scenario shows how a student learns in a ubiquitous, context-aware, personalized environment with a knowledge-based mobile learning service. The scenario is described with the division of pre-visit, onsite-visit, and post-visit stages (see Figure 1).

2.1. The pre-visit learning stage
Assume that a student wishes to visit a natural science museum for two hours, concentrating on exhibitions about fossils. Before visiting the museum, the student creates a learning plan at home using the internet by specifying his subjects of interest, visit date, and stay duration. The system recommends all relevant learning content from a global perspective of the museum based on his demography and preference for fossils. The student then determines his final learning plan according to the recommendation, and registers for his planned visit.
2.2. The onsite-visit learning stage
When the student visits the museum, he downloads his previously created learning plan and conducts his learning activity by a handheld device. If the student does not wish to learn by planning, then he can learn by following some learning packages prepared by the museum, or learn freely without constraints. All three learning modes are served in a context-aware environment, and the system automatically pushes relevant guiding maps, learning content and messages based on his location and related context. The student may, while learning, follow the original visiting plan about fossils, or he may be interested in another exhibition about dinosaurs, which is not in the original plan. In this case, some exhibition items and messages of science educational activities about dinosaurs are also delivered to the student. All learning behavior is tracked and analyzed to provide further intelligent and proactive recommendation services to the student.

2.3. The post-visit learning stage
The student can continue learning via the Internet at any place and time after leaving the museum. The learning service recommends additional content to the student based on his preference and learning records tracked by the system during his onsite visit. The recommendation includes extra exhibition content that interests the student, but which he has not yet appreciated during his onsite visit. Other related content in collection and education knowledge bases are also recommended to the student. The system tracks and analyzes the student’s learning behavior from his rating and navigation. Hence, the automatic recommendation service for the student’s next pre-visit plan or post-visit learning is close to his requirements.

3. Learning service framework
A knowledge-based mobile learning framework in a museum (see Figure 2) can be sketched out according to the learning scenario in Section 2, and modularized into three layers, namely the ontological knowledge base layer, adaptive application layer and ubiquitous learning service layer.

3.1. The ubiquitous learning service layer
The ubiquitous learning service layer provides pre-visit, onsite-visit and post-visit learning via a single service portal. The pre-visit learning service provides an ontological interface to determine the learning content chosen by a user or recommended by the system. The learner can arrange a visiting plan, and register it before visiting. The learner can download a registered learning plan to choose package learning or free learning when visiting the museum. Our implementation discards infrared, ultrasound, WiFi and RFID solutions, due to their problems with operating efficiency, roaming and usability in exhibitions. Instead, a context-aware system based on ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 technology (Kinney, 2003) was developed to serve learners by determining their demography, preferences, interests, locations, stay duration and visiting behavior. The post-learning service allows learners to continue learning from more recommended content related to past onsite visits.
3.2. The adaptive service and content layer

The adaptive service and content layer provides several services for learners in the pre-visit, onsite-visit, and post-visit stages. The learning planning service provides an ontology-based interface allowing a learner to create a learning plan during the pre-visit stage. The mobile learning service provides plan-learning, package-learning and free-learning modes for a learner to proceed with his learning activity during the onsite visit. The service collaborates with the context-aware service to transmit requests to the content service during the onsite visit, and reminds the learner of his time spent and his current learning status. The context-aware service senses the learner’s temporal and spatial context, and notifies the content service to deliver the appropriate guide maps, learning content and related activity messages to the learner. The user tracking service tracks the learning behavior of a learner during the onsite visit to capture the preference information for the personalization service. The learner’s learning activities are dynamically tracked and recorded to refresh his learning preference of each learner. The personalization service adaptively and proactively recommends learning content to the learner in every stage. The content service delivers relevant content from requests of the learning planning service, the mobile learning service and the personalization service.

3.3. Ontological knowledge base layer

The ontological knowledge base layer generates and manages learning content, and maintains user context information and learning records for all learners. This layer consists of three components: ontology, unified knowledge base and user context and usage base. The ontology provides common and sharable concepts to denote the unified knowledge base and the user context and usage base. The unified knowledge
4. Ontology-based content and user context modeling

Ontology has been applied in the past to digital archives, digital museums and museum-related e-learning projects to provide shared and reusable knowledge standards from user and system perspectives. The HowNet approach (Dong and Dong, 2001) is adopted herein to build a unified natural and cultural ontology for NMNS (see Figure 3). This study adopts the unified classification hierarchy from our previous work (Hsu et al., 2006), and extends knowledge concepts about exhibition and education topics in natural science to establish the ontology. This ontology plays several significant roles in this study. First, this ontology serves as a sharable thesaurus describing entities, attributes, relationships and events for the unified knowledge base and user context. Second, the ontology maps content onto a simplified and standard specification, and processes it consistently for the learning service. Third, the concept tree of the ontology can be naturally employed to design access interface and calculate the similarity of concept definitions from the user context and the unified knowledge base in the personalization service.

4.1. Modeling of knowledge-based learning content

A global knowledge system with an ontology-based concept hierarchy and relationships in a domain or between domains was previously built for a digital archiving project (Hsu et al., 2006). Content from exhibition and education is integrated into the global knowledge system to support a mobile learning service. Figure 4 illustrates the conceptualization of knowledge elements in the unified knowledge base and the user context based on the shared ontology.

The multi-layer reusable content structures defined previously (Hsu et al., 2006) can express and organize many classes of content. An entity called knowledge element represents the superclass of all content, and consists of core knowledge elements, advanced knowledge elements and innovative knowledge elements. A core knowledge element is the basis of knowledge content, and consists of a multimedia object and its semantic metadata. An advanced knowledge element is further structured from a set of core knowledge elements, and can be a multimedia document, a knowledge unit, a knowledge group or a knowledge network. A multimedia document integrates several core knowledge elements to describe an item related to an object of nature or culture (one species of bird or plant, or an artifact), or an exhibition and education topic. A knowledge unit possesses a hierarchical structure, and is adopted to structure all related multimedia documents to interpret a particular object or topic. All knowledge units can be categorized into three subclasses, namely the collection knowledge unit, exhibition knowledge unit and education knowledge unit.

A new entity, knowledge package, is defined to support the package-learning mode. This entity comprises a set of knowledge units with the same properties to present a research, education or exhibition topic. The knowledge package consists of two subclasses, the original knowledge group entity and a newly-defined entity, knowledge
chain. A knowledge group is a set of learning content items, and a knowledge chain denotes a sequence of knowledge units in a learning path. The knowledge chain entity can be applied to design learning packages for the package-learning mode. Specialists in content domains can define the cross-relationships between any pair of the above various elements, whether from within the same domain or different domains, to form a knowledge network.

Each knowledge element is converted to a content profile according to the shared ontology. All knowledge elements can thus be converted to content profiles with a consistent specification and process for the personalization service. Section 5 describes the process for creating content profiles.
Figure 4.
Ontological content and user context modeling
4.2. User context and usage information modeling
Information on the user context of a learner is vital to provide intelligent and proactive services to support context-aware and personalized mobile learning. Each registered user has a user context, which includes the user profile and learning records. As well as demographic information such as ID, age, education, sex, address and e-mail, a user profile also includes static and dynamic preferences and environment context. The static preference includes interesting domains specified by a user, and the dynamic preference is updated from the historical learning records tracked by the system. The environment context contains a learner’s location, time used and time left, which are identified and measured by the system. The learning records contain the learning plan and historical learning records, and are denoted by a usage profile with a set of concept definitions aggregated from the content profiles. Usage patterns of individuals, groups and global learners are further discovered from usage profiles and used by the personalization service.

This work models user context and usage information using ontology. This method has two major advantages. First, the recommendation results based on content accessed can be assured to be accurate if the concepts are consistently represented in learners’ usage profiles as knowledge bases. Second, learners can easily inquire about concepts when they do not precisely understand topics or know the titles of all learning content items.

5. Ubiquitous personalization service
Dai and Mobasher’s (2003) approach was adopted to design a personalization service for ubiquitous mobile learning. This approach can be split into three phases, semantic preprocessing, pattern discovery and online recommendation. The first two phases can be processed off-line, while the third must be processed on-line. Figure 5 shows the personalization learning service framework.

5.1. Preprocessing phase
The preprocessing phase consists of two stages, content preprocessing and usage preprocessing. In the content preprocessing stage, the system generates a content profile for each knowledge element. A content profile consists of content ID, knowledge class, type and a set of concept definitions. For instance, two exhibition topics “Flying reptiles” and “Digging dinosaur fossils” belong to the exhibition area entitled “The age of dinosaurs”. These topics can be conceptually defined as (dinosaur, reptile, extinguish, fly) and (dinosaur, fossil, dig) respectively.

The content profiles of the highest N-frequent concept items in a learning activity are aggregated in the usage preprocessing stage to form a usage profile. A usage profile includes the learner ID, learning activity ID and preferred concept definition. The dynamic preference is then updated according to the usage profile. For instance, if both “Flying reptiles” and “Digging dinosaur fossils” appear in a learner’s learning activity, then the preference concept definition comprises (dinosaur, reptile, fossil, extinguish, fly, dig). The usage profiles of all learners can be aggregated to generate a usage profile matrix, which is utilized to discover useful patterns, as discussed in the next section.
5.2. Pattern discovery phase
The pattern discovery phase discovers useful usage patterns utilized by the online recommendation phase. One content pattern and three learner usage patterns, namely individual usage pattern, group usage pattern, and global usage pattern, can be discovered in this phase. In this study, these patterns were discovered using association mining algorithms (Han and Kamber, 2001) based on usage profiles.

In the individual usage pattern discovering process, an N-frequent itemset is determined from the concept definitions of each learner’s historical learning records to represent his preference. In the group pattern discovering process, all learners are divided into groups according to their demography and static preferences. N-frequent itemsets are obtained from the learning records of all learners in the same group. In the global pattern discovering process, all N-frequent itemsets are found according to all users’ usage profiles to represent a set of popular learning content groups among all learners.

In order to recommend and deliver content efficiently, all content items are grouped into clusters based on their similarity in their content profiles. Each cluster can be represented by a cluster content pattern with an aggregated concept definition from all content items in the cluster using clustering algorithms (Han et al., 2001).

5.3. Online recommendation phase
The online recommendation phase provides an intelligent and proactive learning service during the pre-visit, onsite-visit, and post-visit stages. The recommendation
service has two modes, user specification and system recommendation. The user specification mode makes recommendations by matching the learner’s static preferences and cluster content patterns. The system recommendation mode makes recommendations by matching the individual usage pattern (dynamic preference), group usage patterns and global usage patterns with cluster content patterns. The similarity between the usage patterns and the cluster content patterns is measured by calculating the distribution of concept definitions in the concept tree according to the shared ontology.

During the pre-visit stage, a learner can specify topics from the recommendation list, and arrange a plan to meet his requirements for both modes. The recommended content focuses on exhibition items and education activities that the learner plans to see. During the onsite-visit learning stage, the learner can choose the plan-learning mode by downloading a registered plan, or choose the package-learning or free-learning mode. The extended content is proposed dynamically, while the refreshed individual usage pattern is similar to cluster content patterns. The recommended content focuses on collection knowledge units, exhibition units and messages of education activities according to the up-to-date individual usage pattern. After visiting the museum, the learner can obtain further recommendations from the system based on the last learning activity or matching individual, group or global usage pattern with the cluster content patterns. The recommendations are extended to relevant areas in collection, exhibition and education, and are categorized according to content type in the multi-layer reusable content structures defined in Section 4.1. Figure 6 shows an example of the personalization service during the pre-visit, onsite-visit and post-visit stages.

![Figure 6. Example of ubiquitous personalization service](image-url)
6. Conclusion and future work

This study has presented a framework of knowledge-based mobile learning with unified content from museum-wide related domains to support a user-centered ubiquitous, context-aware and personalized learning service. A pilot project based on this framework has been implemented in the life science hall of the National Museum of Natural Science (NMNS), Taiwan. This model is likely to be extended to the whole museum before the end of 2006. Learners will eventually improve their learning experiences with fun, rich content, and ubiquitous, proactive and adaptive service. The museum will also benefit by outreaching services for educational, promotion and usability needs, by integrating of mobile and internet communication technologies and learning services.

The limitations and disadvantages of today’s technology with respect to the hardware characteristics of mobile devices still significantly affect mobile learning applications, the underlying communication infrastructure features and software capability (Colazzo, 2005). However, these problems will be solved using innovative technology in the near future (Myers and Beigl, 2003; Paolini et al., 2005). Unique and attractive content and service are clearly critical to successful mobile learning. We expect that 24/7 learning services for museums can be performed via the internet and mobile communication devices by integrating technology, content, services and applications of digital archives and digital museum projects into a mobile learning project.
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